MOST COMMON AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
- SINGLE PHASE TEFC MOTOR
- SANITARY MOTOR
- EXPLOSION PROOF MOTOR
- ALTERNATE SEALING OPTIONS
- VAPOR SEALS, HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE STUFFING BOXES,
  SINGLE OR DOUBLE MECHANICAL SEALS
- TRICLAMP MOUNT
- ALTERNATE IMPELLER SIZES AND TYPES
- SANITARY FINISHES

MOTOR - 230/460/60, THREE PHASE, TEFC STANDARD, INVERTER DUTY (10:1), PAINTED FINISH

GEARBOX - HELICAL/BEVEL, OUTPUT SPEED PER ORDER, PAINTED FINISH

PEDESTAL - MOUNTING/SEAL PER ORDER

SHAFT - MATERIAL AND SIZE PER ORDER

IMPELLER - STAINLESS STEEL, SIZE, STYLE, & QTY PER ORDER

DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE APPROXIMATE AND ARE BASED ON STANDARD MIXER SELECTION.
PLEASE CONTACT FUSION FOR EXACT DIMENSIONS.

ITEM | DESCRIPTION
--- | ---
1 | MOTOR - 230/460/60, THREE PHASE, TEFC STANDARD, INVERTER DUTY (10:1), PAINTED FINISH
2 | GEARBOX - HELICAL/BEVEL, OUTPUT SPEED PER ORDER, PAINTED FINISH
3 | PEDESTAL - MOUNTING/SEAL PER ORDER
4 | SHAFT - MATERIAL AND SIZE PER ORDER
5 | IMPELLER - STAINLESS STEEL, SIZE, STYLE, & QTY PER ORDER

WARNING: NO TOLERANCE IS IMPLIED. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES. NO TOLERANCE IS IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK. DRAWING, SPECIFICATIONS, AND PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SHOULD CUSTOMER REQUIRE SPECIFIC DRAWING SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES, THEY MUST BE AGREED UPON IN WRITING.

TYPICAL IMPELLER OPTIONS
- BOLTED HYDROFOIL
- BOLTED PBT (PITCH BLADE TURBINE)
- RADIAL
- RUSHTON
- PV3 PROP

SEAL TYPES
- LIP SEAL
  - SINGLE, DOUBLE, VITON, FDA RULON, & MORE
- STUFFING BOX
  - LOW PRESSURE (15 PSI) OR HIGH PRESSURE (150 PSI)
- MECHANICAL SEAL
  - SINGLE, DOUBLE, FLOWSERVE, CHESTERTON, ROPLAN, & MORE

DOUBLE REDUCTION
- DIM H: 22.49" - 22.93" - 25.31" - 25.43" - 26.06"
- DIM L: 20.72" - 20.62" - 25.14" - 31.61" - 30.74"

TRIPLE REDUCTION
- DIM H: 25.04" - 25.87" - 26.50" - 27.09" - 30.80"
- DIM L: 25.26" - 26.17" - 30.96" - 39.07" - 43.80"

- # BEARING HOUSING OPTIONS
- 0: STANDARD DUTY/STANDARD SPAN
- 1: HEAVY DUTY / STANDARD SPAN
- 2: SEVERE DUTY WIDE SPAN/VIRTUAL DRYWELL
- 3: SEVERE DUTY WIDE SPAN/TRUE DRYWELL

STUFFING BOX
- LOW PRESSURE (15 PSI) OR HIGH PRESSURE (150 PSI)

MECHANICAL SEAL
- SINGLE, DOUBLE, FLOWSERVE, CHESTERTON, ROPLAN, & MORE